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http://www.elevatordigital.ca


Original photographic concept created for Tim Hortons restaurants across Canada - printed, framed, and shipped.

Elevator is a photographic art 
and decor company that offers 
content creation, fabrication, 
and installation.

We are a unique one-stop 
resource who can take a project 
from idea to installation whether 
you need one print and frame 
for your home, or thousands of 
pieces for your business.

From our production facility in 
Toronto, we produce and ship 
worldwide.
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front cover, middle: How to Dress for Success silkscreen print - Alanna Cavanagh



Mural prints of photographs by Peter Andrew Lusztyk; printed, mounted, and framed.

Curated original works for The Hazelton Collection, including this canvas from Cynthia Chapman.

Large works on paper,  shadowboxed in walnut.

From mirrors, to suite artwork, to creating original content for common 
areas, we have worked with The Soho Hotel in Toronto from the time it was 
constructed.

We were the art consultants for 
The Hazelton Hotel in Toronto where we 
created original art, curated, and 
commissioned paintings and photographic 
works throughout the hotel.



Original canvases by Jonathan Severin, framed in 
black lacquer floaters with precision installation. 

Old-style glamour portraits:  matted, framed, and installed.

We worked with Toronto art consultant, GZ Art Co. to finish 
original pieces and reproductions in multiple formats for 
common spaces and event spaces in The Britt, Toronto’s 
luxury condo development. We also got on a very high 
ladder and installed it.



We have worked with Four Seasons corporate 
office in Toronto for many years.

We have also created original content for the 
Four Seasons Resort in Nevis, West Indies.  
We photographed on the island, printed and 
framed work in Toronto, and then shipped 
1000 pieces back to Nevis.

Working with Canadian artist, Tim Forbes, and 
The Design/Agency, we created reproductions 
from his original canvases and works on paper.  

Work was then printed and framed in a variety 
of sizes for suites and common areas.

Founder’s Corner - FS Toronto.



Die-cut gold dimensional artwork 
for TH corporate offices.

Original creative concept devel0ped for Tim Hortons.We also created this original hockey stick 
Maple Leaf for Tim Hortons artwork 
programme.  

We have also worked with their concepts 
and developed prototypes for execution 
throughout the chain.

In 2020, Tim Hortons asked us to think 
Canada, community, and hockey and 
to create original content to be used in 
their restaurants across the country.

Within a 12-week period, we printed, 
framed, boxed, and shipped almost 
3,000 pieces of art from Vancouver to 
PEI and everywhere in between, all to a 
Timmies near you. 



Large mounted photo murals with custom-painted colour panels and vinyl-cut quotes.

Printed, matted, framed, and installed for retail display.  
9’x5’ custom  framed mirrors.

Shadowboxed 3D artwork.

4’x5’ mural mounted to MDF.

No matter where you are browsing in your local Indigo, chances are you will 
see some of our work on the walls.  We were responsible for many of the 
refurbished stores through the execution of in-store display, branding, and 
merchandising.  From mirrors to canvas pieces to vinyl cut letters and panels, 
we helped our client to celebrate authors and books in a colourful way.



Siren logo in galvanized roofing nails.

Handpainted mural.

3D records with custom labels and plaques.

Dimensional die-cut print floated off the wall.

Elevator is proud of the work we did 
for Starbucks as a key vendor 
beginning in 2006.  We have printed, 
framed, and installed art for over 150 
stores. Chances are if you grab your 
morning grande in a store in Ontario, 
Quebec or British Columbia you will 
see our framed pieces as well as our 
hand-painted murals, chalkboards, 
canvas pieces and digital wall 
coverings.

If you are in a certain store in Toronto, 
you will see the seven-foot Starbucks 
siren we created using galvanized 
roofing nails drilled into hardwood 
- over 2700 nails in total, but who’s 
counting?



Acrylic mounted print with standoffs.

Works by Tim Forbes -  
mounted to aluminium panel.

Vintage glass-etched sign.

7’ mounted print, framed, and installed.
original photo - Jen Arron

In addition to printing and framing for the corporate and 
hospitality industries, we love to print & frame for you;   
your photos, your treasured keepsakes, your paintings, 
and your family photos.

Create something 
beautiful for your walls

Original canvas by William Fisk.



B&W prints, matted and framed individually, and then together as one large piece.

Vintage magazine collection framed and installed.

Some of our installation and framing 
work that appeared in style at home 
magazine featuring our client, 
Cori Halpern Interiors. 
photography: Virginia Macdonald

Gallery Walls

Family Walls

A wall of travel memories.

Salon-style gallery wall installations.



A Kate Golding tea towel shadowboxed.

A cookie, lacquered and preserved, in a shadowbox.

Shadowboxed beach finds.

Heirloom pearls.A signed hockey jersey. 

A vintage Hermes scarf, shadowboxed, held in place by magnets.

Indigenous drum in a museum box display. 100 year old shoes in a museum box display.

Museum box display of slippers.

Your Treasures



A vintage trunk that made the trip 
from Italy many years ago tells the 
story of young immigrants coming 
to a new country. Photographed, 
printed, framed, and installed.

Now enjoyed as a piece of art for 
years to come.

Ask us about photographing and framing your treasured items.

Your Treasures

A partner’s calculator from his first 
job, now elevated to art as a special 
gift; simple and meaningful.
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ELEVATOR DIGITAL LTD. 
117 MIRANDA AVE

TORONTO ON M6B 3W8
416.406.3131

888.470.7555

We welcome you to come visit our showroom gallery.

Or we would be happy to present our capabilities 
in person.  We even bring the coffee.

info@elevatordigital.ca
www.elevatordigital.ca
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